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The Wall finiteness obstruction w(X), when X is any finitely dominated homologically nilpotent 
complex with finite fundamental group, is shown to lie in the kernel class group D(Z[n,(X)]) c 
~,(~l~,(Wl). 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57412, 19A31 
A topological space X is called homologically nilpotent if the homology groups 
Hi(X) (2 the universal cover) all are nilpotent as Z[ n,(X)]-modules. Here, a 
Z[ G] -module M is called nilpotent if there is a filtration 0 = MO c M, g . . . G Mk = 
M by submodules, such that G acts trivially on each quotient Mi/ M,_, . Mislin and 
Varadarajan [3] showed that if X is a finitely dominated (homologically) nilpotent 
space, and if m,(X) is a finite nilpotent group, then the finiteness obstruction 
w(X) E &(iZ[ri(X)]) actually lies in the subgroup D(Z[n,(X)]). The main result 
here is to extend this result to the case of an arbitrary finite fundamental group. 
For any finite group G, D(ZG) is defined as the kernel 
D(ZG) = Ker[&,(ZG)-+ &,(m)], 
when n c Q G is any maximal order containing ZG. Being a maximal order, m has 
the property that any finitely generated torsion free P&module is projective [4, 
Corollary 21.151. In particular, if M is any finitely generated YJ&module, then there 
is a short exact sequence 
of YJ&modules, where P, and Pz are finitely generated and projective. This allows 
the definition of an element 
[Ml = [PJ - [P,l E KoCW 
which is independent of the choice of resolution. 
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Lemma 1. Fix a group G, let 2R 2 ZG be a maximal order in QG, and let CY : &(ZG) + 
l&J’%) be the induced homomorphism. Then, for any Jinitely dominated CW complex 
X with fundamental group G andfiniteness obstruction w(X) E &,(ZG), H,(X; Y.R) 
is finitely generated and 
a(w(X))= f (-1)‘[Hi(X;ZR)]~k0(!?J2). 
i=O 
Proof. Let C,(g) denote the cellular chain complex for the universal covering 
space X of X. By [6, Theorem F], there is a finitely generated projective ZG-chain 
complex P* which is ZG-chain homotopy equivalent to C,(J?), and such that 
w(X) = ; (-l)‘[pJ~ K,(ZG). 
i=O 
Hence H,(X; Em) = H,(~O,,P.+.) is finitely generated, and 
a(w(X)) = f (-l)‘[%R@,,Pi]= ; (-l)‘[Hi(%RmO,,P,)] 
i=O i=O 
= f. (-l)i[Hi(m@ZCic*(r)~l 
= tEo (-l)i[Hi(X; DQ]E ko(a). 0 
The next lemma will be useful when studying the groups (H,(X; m)) of 
Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Let X be a homologically nilpotent space with finite fundamental group G. 
Fix a (right) ZG-module M and a normal subgroup H U G such that CheH xh = 0 
for all XE M (note that this holds if MH = 0). Then, for each i30, Hi(X; M) is a 
torsion group, and has p-power torsion only for primes p ( 1 HI. In particular, if H, , H2 4 
Gare two subgroups of relativelyprime orderand MHl = MHz= 0, then H,(X; M) = 0. 
Proof. Set v = ChtH hgZG, and n=jHI. FixjaO, and let 
O=No~N,~...~Nk=Hj(& 
(2 the universal cover of X) be ZG-submodules such that the G-action NilNi-1 
, so that is trivial for all 1 s is k. Then (n - Cr)Ni G IV-1 for all i 
(n-a)kHj(~)=(nk-nnk-‘o)Hj(_?)=O. 
NOW let F* be a free HG-resolution of Hj(k). Using 
n”-‘(n-m): F,+ F* 
(1) 
(l), we see that 
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is chain homotopic to zero. Since Mu = 0 by hypothesis, 
n k=nkP’(n-a)@id=idxnk-‘(n-cr)=O: MO,,F,+MO,,F,. 
Hence, for all i, 
nk~Tori(M,Hj(~))=nk~Hi(MOz,F,)=O. 
Consider the spectra1 sequence 
EfJ =Tori(M, H,(X))+H,(X; M). 
(2) 
This can be derived, for example, from the double complex whose jth row is 
M&aPR.+.( C,(z)), where C,(X) is the cellular (or singular) chain complex, and 
PR, is some functor assigning a projective resolution to each ZG-module (and 
preserving exact sequences). By (2), each EZ is a torsion group, having p-power 
torsion only for primes p 1 [H(. The same statement then holds for each Ez and each 
Hi(X; M); and this proves the lemma. 0 
One more lemma is needed. The following is well known, and proven in [3], but 
not stated explicitly there. 
Lemma 3. Fix a prime p. For each n 2 0, set .$ = exp(2lrilp”) E C. 
(i) If G is a p-group, and A is a simple summand of QG, then 
(a) ifp is odd, A = M,(Q(&,)) for some rs 1 and some n ~0, 
(b) if p = 2, A = M,(D), where r 2 1, and for some n, D c Q(&) or D = 
Q(Lj)( 5 W. 
(ii) Fix a finite dimensional simple Q-algebra A, and a maximal Z-order !?JI E A. 
Assume that for some r 3 1 and some n, either A = Mr( F) for some subjield F c Q( &), 
or p = 2 and A = M,(Q(&,, j)). Then, for any finite n-module T of p-power order, 
[T] = 0 E Z&(m). 
Proof. (i) In [5, Section 21, Roquette shows that the division algebra for any 
irreducible QG-representation M is isomorphic to the division algebra of a primitive 
faithful representation of some subquotient of G. In [5, Section 31, he shows that 
the only p-groups with primitive faithful representations are the cyclic groups; and, 
if p = 2, the dihedral, semidihedral, and quaternionic groups. 
(ii) Write A= M,(D), where D s a(..$,) or D=Q(&,j). Any maxima1 order in 
A is Morita equivalent to any maxima1 order in D [4, Corollary 21.171, and Morita 
equivalences send modules of p-power order to modules of p-power order. So it 
suffices to prove this when m~lc A = D. It clearly suffices to consider irreducible 
YJ2-modules; i.e., modules of the form m/I where I is a maxima1 left ideal. 
IfDcQ(&),then(l-&)&Z[&,]isth e unique maximal ideal of p-power index, 
and NQ(,,,D(l - 5,) g enerates the unique maximal ideal of p-power index in zrJ1. If 
D = Q(&,j), then there is a unique maxima1 2-sided idea1 J L YJ of 2-power index 
14, Theorem 22.41, and YJ1/J is simple by [4, Theorem 22.31. Assume m is chosen 
such that (Y = I- 5 E PL Then YJLYz has index 4 in a and is easily seen to be maximal; 
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E/~cE is thus the unique irreducible m/J-module, and the ,unique irreducible 
YJ&module of 2-power index. q 
Using the results in [4, Sections 22, 241, Lemma 3(ii) can be extended to include 
any D containing a maxima1 subfield E c_ 0, such that E c Q(g) for some n. 
The main theorem can now be proven. In the proof, C,,, for any n 3 1, will denote 
a (multiplicative) cyclic group of order n. 
Theorem 4. For any finitely dominated homologically nilpotent space X with jinite 
fundamental group G, w(X) E D(ZG). 
Proof. Let X denote the universal covering space of X. By [2, Theorem 41, D(ZG) 
is preserved under induction and restriction maps. Hence, &(ZG)/D(ZG) is 
detected by restriction to hyperelementary subgroups of G. For any H c G, the 
restriction (transfer) map sends w(X) E k,(ZG) to w(X/H) E k,(ZH); and %LH 
is also homologically nilpotent. So it suffices to prove the theorem when G is 
hyperelementary. 
Fix p such that H is p-hyperelementary. Then G = H >a T, where r is a p-Sylow 
subgroup of G, H U G, H is cyclic, and p 4’ m = 1 HI. For any prime q 1 m, H4 denotes 
the q-Sylow subgroup of H (and G). 
Write 
QG= i A,, 
s=o 
where each A, is simple, and A0 has trivia1 G-action. Let E3E, E A,, for all s, be 
maxima1 orders such that 
Recall that H,(X; ZR) is finitely generated 
each lsssk, 
ifO (-l)‘[Hi(X; ns)l =OE K~(ms). 
The corresponding result for no = iZ is trivial; 
w(X) E D(ZG). 
by Lemma 1. We will show that for 
(1) 
and so by Lemma 1, (1) implies that 
Fix 1 s SG k. The proof of (1) splits into two cases. 
Case 1. Assume first that H acts nontrivially on A,. In other words, if we identify 
(H = C,, G = H NT), then A, is a summand of Q(~dcst)[~]’ for some d(s) Z 1. 
Step IA. Assume d(s) is not a prime power. If q,q2 1 d(s), where ql Z q2 are 
primes, then H4, and Hq2 each act with zero fixed point set on A, (E Q(ld(,,)[7r]‘). 
By Lemma 2, H,(X; ms) =O, and (1) holds. 
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Step IB. Now assume d(s) = qa for some prime q and some a 3 1. Then A.yq = 0, 
and so H,(X; n,) is a q-group by Lemma 2. Let C(H,) = C,(H,) denote the 
centralizer (H, the q-Sylow subgroup). Then C( H4) = H, x K for some K Q G, and 
q$IKI. 
If Af< = 0, then H&X; Y.VJ1,),,, =0 by Lemma 2. But H,(X; En,) is a q-group, and 
so H*(X; !&) = 0. 
If A: # 0, then K fixes A, (K Q G and A, is simple). Referring to (2), this shows 
that A, is a summand of Q(&a)[r/p], where 
p = rr n K = -IT n C( H4) = Ker[ 7r A Aut( H,)]. 
Since Aut(H,) and Gal(Q(&=)/Q) have the same p-power torsion, this shows that 
n-/p acts effectively on a(&). Hence, by [4, Theorem 29.6, 29.81, Q(Sq~)[r/plf is 
simple, and 
A, =Q;P(S,~)[~lpl’= f+,,((F) F= Wrlp, Q(&e)). 
For all i, H,(X; ‘YJl,) is a q-group, and [E&(X; !I&)] = OE K,(!?Jl,) by Lemma 3(ii). 
So (1) is proved in Case 1. 
Case 2. Now assume that H fixes A,. Since s 3 1, by assumption, A? = 0; and 
by Lemma 2, H,(X; Y.Jn6,Y) is a torsion group, with torsion only at primes dividing 
IG/. Since G/H is a p-group and A, is a summand of Q[ G/ H], [ H,(X; ZRm,),,J = 0 
in K,(%Rn,) by Lemma 3. 
To prove (l), it remains to show that 
For any prime q 1 m such that H,(X; ZRs)cy, # 0. Fix such a q. 
Write K = C( H4) (the centralizer). Then K = H4 x K’, where K’Q G and q $ IKI. 
Since H,(X; ‘D1,),,, # 0 by assumption, Lemma 2 implies that A:‘# 0. So K’, and 
hence K, fix A,. In other words, 
A,isasummandofQ[G/K] K=C(H,)zH. (6) 
Step 2A. Since G acts nontrivially on A,, (6) implies that H, z Z(G), and SO 
[n-, H4] # 1 (G = H M T). Thus, T is a p-group acting nontrivially under conjugation 
on H,. In particular, 
p]l[Ker[Aut(&) -Aut(H,l[T, H,l)ll. 
Since H, is a cyclic q-group, this shows that [z-, H4] = H,. 
By assumption, G acts nilpotently on H,(X). In particular, any subgroup of G 
of order prime to q acts trivially on H,(g; 2,). Since r acts trivially, so does 
[r, H4] = H, ; and hence G acts trivially on H,(T?; 2,). 
Step 2B. Set p” = (G/K1 (K = C(H,)s H), and q6= IH,I. Note that G/K is 
cyclic: G/K !c Aut( H4) = (Z/qb)*. Also, since K = H, x K’ where q $ IK’I, 
H*(K;f,)=H*(H,;f,) and H*(K;f,)=H*(H,;f,). (7) 
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Consider the action of G/K on H*(K; f,) induced by conjugation. Fix a 
generator g E G/K. Then g acts on H*(K ; 2,) = H/ qb via multiplication by some 
unique primitive p”-th root of unity {me, (note that (f,)* and (Z/q’)* have the 
same p-power torsion). 
Any f,[G/K]-module M decomposes as a sum 
pa-1 
M= @ tM; 
*=o 
where for each t, 
t,={xEM:gx=l’.x}cM. 
For example, by the choice of 5, for all 0 s t <pa, 
tH*cK;fql = & H2ip”+2’(K; 2,). 
(see (7)). Similarly, for any finitely generated i,-module M with trivial G-action, 
and any 1s t<p”-1, 
‘H*(K; M)= 6 [Sipa--2t-~(K; M)OH2ipaP2r(K; M)l. i=l (8) 
The point here is that there are decompositions 
&JG/K] =“G’sb” and 4,[G/K] =“G’ 2:‘; (9) 
I=0 *=0 
where for each t, g acts on 6$’ and f $’ via multiplication by 5’ (recall G/K = (g)). 
If we regard A, as a summand of Q[G/K] (see (6)), then 
&@A, = @ dib” and f,@2R, = @ e:‘, (10) 
1ET IET 
where (recall 2X: = 0): 
T={t: l~t~p”-l,‘(f,o,~n,,#o}. 
In particular, 
,FT Wd”‘l= PJC/@JLl= 0~ KoVJL); 
and for any finite 21RJ1,-module M of q-power order: 
[Ml = C [‘Ml = C Oog,l’MI) . W/d”‘1 E K,(R). 
1ET ,ET 
Step 2C. By (9) and (lo), as Z&-modules, 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
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We now consider the spectral sequence 
Efj= H,[K; H,(X; 2,))=+H*(%/K; e,, 
for the fibration 2 + ??/ K + BK [l, Section XVI.91. 
Cap product makes Ekj, for each I 2 2 and j 2 0, into a module over H*( K; 2,); 
& 
and the differentials in the spectral sequence are all H*(K; i&)-linear. Fix any cx 
generating H*(K; e4) =Z/qb (see (7)). Since G acts trivially on Hj(X; f,) for any 
j>O (Step 2A), we get using (8) that for any 1 s tsp” -2, 
nff: ‘Eii = ‘H,(K; H,(& 2,)) + ‘+‘H.+.(K; I-f,& 2,)) = ‘+lE;.j 
is an isomorphism. Hence, (n a) sends ‘E’ isomorphically to ‘+‘E’ for all 2 s I s 00; 
and so 
n(-Y: ‘H.&/K; f,) 5 ‘+‘H.J&K; 2,) (14) 
is an isomorphism for all 1 s r < pa - 2. 
By (12) and (13), 
ii0 (-l)‘[Hi(X; nn,),q,l= ,FT 4. [(z/q)(‘)1 E fb(~ms), 
where for each t E T, 
d,= f (-l)j. log,l’H,(X; DZ,),,,\ = f (-l)i+ log,]‘H.+.(X/K; e4)]. 
i=O i=O 
Since the isomorphism in (14) preserves Z/2-grading, we have d, = d, for all 1s t 4 
p” - 1, and in particular for all t E T. So using (ll), 
1go (-l)‘[Hi(X; ~.~)(q)l= d, . ,;T [(‘lq)“)I 
= 4 . [Es/ s!R] = 0 E Ko(2Rs). 
This proves (5), and finishes the proof of Case 2. •i 
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